
n a scene charged with powerful drama, gio-
vanni andrea carlone captures in glorious detail the point at which 
agamemnon had intended to sacrifice his daughter iphigenia to the 
goddess artemis. iphigenia was the eldest born of agamemnon and 
his wife clytemnestra and her name translates literally as ‘strong born’. 

numerous myths abound in the classical tradition as to the exact reason 
for the goddess’ wrath. The most commonly held version, however, and the 
one adopted by the fifth-century playwright sophocles in his play Electra, 
suggests that agamemnon provoked artemis’ fury after killing a sacred deer 
in her hallowed groves. in retaliation, artemis sent down stormy winds to 
forestall agamemnon’s long-awaited siege of troy. each time he attempted 
to set sail, agamemnon found himself unable to do so. in perplexity, he 
turned to the seer calchas, pictured here on the far left and clad in white 
and proffering a bowl. The prophet divined that agamemnon had offended 
the goddess of hunting and counselled that the only way to appease her 

was to sacrifice his own daughter, iphigenia. at the eleventh hour, artemis 
took pity on the hapless iphigenia. in carlone’s evocative The Sacrifice of 
Iphigenia, the goddess obscures the scene with cloud and snatches her from 
the sacrificial altar leaving in her place a deer.
 a majestic artemis - diana in roman nomenclature - is made instantly 
recognisable by the accoutrements of her favoured pastime: a quiver of 
arrows and a hunting spear which are set at her left hand side. in her 
right hand she wields a deadly golden bow though this time it is used to 
transform the original human sacrifice into an animal one. The luminous 
sparks from her bow crackle with life and imbue the painting with 
movement. it seems only fitting that the goddess of hunting is flanked by 
one of her lop-eared hunting dogs gifted to her by pan, and who peeps over 
the cloud she has conjured up to veil onlookers in confusion. in the greco-
roman pantheon, artemis’ other spheres of influence included the moon 
revealed by the crescent adorning the gold band that crowns her forehead.
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pietro testa, The Sacrifice of Iphigenia, c.1640-1642 (figure 1)

giovanni andrea carlone, The Fall of Phaethon, private collection (figure 2)





 in its composition, the scene is dominated by artemis and iphigenia’s 
father, agamemnon, King of argos. cloaked in dazzling vermillion and 
richly wrought greaves, the king looks fearfully up at a stern artemis. 
carlone’s masterful use of perspective ensures that the confusion 
engendered in agamemnon and his companions is palpable for his 
daughter is shielded from him by the mighty goddess. nor can the stag yet 
be seen from behind the cloud the goddess has created. in the bottom left 
hand corner of the group’s arrangement, completing the diagonal line of 
agamemnon and artemis, a muscular figure caught in full motion reaches 
up to the departing figure of iphigenia. grasping a lethal knife, it seems 

likely that the grisly task of executing iphigenia would have fallen to him. 
The composition is beautifully balanced with the group of three figures, 
including calchas, gazing in bewilderment at the altar. in the bottom right 
quadrant, a mother and child, and a handsomely dressed soldier avert their 
eyes in anticipation of iphigenia’s gruesome death. a bizarre image to the 
left of the mother’s outstretched hand shows a man clinging to a fantastical 
figure.
 The myth of iphigenia fascinated artists and writers alike from 
sophocles, euripides and aeschylus to goethe and racine. in the realm of 
art, the etching with drypoint of pietro testa (1611-1650), see fig. 1, seems 
to have been influenced by  gianbattista tiepolo’s (1696-1770) rendition 
of The Sacrifice of Iphigenia at Villa Valmarana in Vicenza.
 This work as a whole is a superb example of the high Baroque 
style which carlone adopted in a number of his other pieces, The Fall 
of Phaethon, being another prime example (fig. 2). his exquisite use of 
chiaroscuro to model his groups of figures, notable in both works, and in 
particular in the figure of the executioner, owe much to the painterly style 
of carlo maratti (1625-1713), under whom he studied whilst in rome. 
an aesthetic integral to the Baroque style shines out of carlone’s version of 
agamemnon’s sacrifice. The supremacy of emotional expression to artists 
of this period is reflected in carlone’s decision to render the scene at the 
exact moment when artemis is spiriting iphigenia away, or as phaethon 
falls from the sky. carlone’s works simmer with energy and bear all the 
hallmarks of a Baroque artist’s attempts to transport their viewers to a 
higher emotional plane. from the late sixteenth century onwards, arousing 
the viewer’s passions through concentrated detailing of their subjects’ 
expressions, facial or gesticulative, became hugely important for the artist. 
The expressive resonances that carlone creates in The Sacrifice of Iphigenia, 
largely through use of his figures’ hands, are astonishing. iphigenia’s 
helpless plight is underlined by her despairing hand gesture while artemis’ 
disdainful authority is embodied in her resolutely held bow. in pity, the 
plumed soldier seated to agamemnon’s left puts his hand over his heart, 
and in frustration, as his victim escapes, the executioner reaches up to the 
departing figure of iphigenia.
 one work of carlone that has much in common with The Sacrifice of 
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giovanni andrea carlone, The Sacrifice of Iphigenia (detail)



Iphigenia is his evocation of the goddess of the dawn, (fig. 3). one of his 
more mature works, it is based on guido reni’s (1575-1642) Aurora which 
is housed in the casino rospiglioso, palazzo pallavicini in rome and forms 
part of a ceiling decoration. The little putto accompanying a radiant aurora 
strongly resembles the young infant nestling in his mother’s lap in the 
bottom right-hand corner of the present painting. The brooding backdrop 
to both subjects is also a distinctive trait of carlone’s oeuvre, though the 
attractively realistic luminosity of aurora’s female form would seem slightly 
incongruous in his more ambitious The Sacrifice of Iphigenia.  
 in terms of the depiction of his human figures, carlone rarely positions 
them to face the viewer directly. Both aurora and the goddess artemis 
avoid the viewer’s gaze by turning sideways, lending a dramatic intensity 
to the pictorial narrative. The realistic folds of drapery in both paintings 
emphasise carlone’s skill at combining a more naturalistic feel - displayed 
also in his rendition of the flowers held by aurora - with the majesty of 
italian Baroque painting. 
 carlone learnt much from his father, giovanni Battista carlone (1603-
1684) who was also a distinguished painter. subsequently, however, his 
extensive travels throughout italy, first to rome, left a great mark on his 
painting style. in rome, he made contact with giovanni Battista gaulli 
(1639-1709) who is credited with influencing his early ornamental style. in 
the 1660s, carlone worked in perugia, painting the frescoes in the church 
of s. filippo neri, and with gaulli, he worked on frescoes in il gesù in 
rome, painting a fresco of the life of st. francis. The following decade 
saw him travelling to key art centres of many italian territories: naples, 
messina and palermo and from there to Venice, padua, ferrara, Bologna, 
modena, parma and piacenza. in 1675, in a clear signal of his importance 

in roman artistic circles, carlone became a member of the accademia di 
san luca. towards the end of his life, the artist worked with his brother, 
niccolò, in their native genoa, frescoing two rooms in the palazzo rosso 
with an Allegory of the Arts and the Age of Mankind (1691-1692).
 carlone’s nomadic lifestyle permeated his output. his paintings from 
perugia and foglino have much in common with the umbrian artists. in 
contrast, his roman works underline the profound influence of maratti 
on his artistic development. The genoese frescoes that he completed with 
niccolò hark back to the style of his father and his famous contemporary 
pietro da cortona (1596-1669). Yet he unites this with the high Baroque 
art of gaulli and maratti. By the close of the century, the artists of the 
casa piola had absorbed this high Baroque style, certainly in part due to 
carlone’s work.
 a word on provenance: carlone’s The Sacrifice of Iphigenia, once formed 
part of the collection of the martinez pinillos family, who resided in cadiz 
until the end of the nineteenth century. The family, of aristocratic lineage, 
descend from the counts of Villanova. They moved to cadiz in 1835, 
where they founded the navigation company pinillos. The original founder 
of the company was don miguel martinez de pinillos y saenz de Velasco, 
who was an avid collector and philanthropist. under the direction of his 
son don antonio, the family business prospered further, and as a result 
of the contacts made through the various trade routes, their collection of 
art also grew. in particular, given the strong connections with the ports of 
naples and genoa, the collection featured the names of the most important 
and influential artists from these cities, The Sacrifice of Iphigenia, by the 
genoese carlone, being one such fine example.
 we are grateful to dr. mary newcome schleier for proposing the 
attribution to giovanni andrea carlone following first hand inspection of 
the painting.
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